Japanese Hospitality – March Program of Events

We are once again hosting more events that highlight the unique aspects of Japan to enable travelers from overseas to experience our culture and encourage them to visit us again.

In March, Tales of Genji Roving Performances, Cherry Blossom Photo Spot. Please refer to the attachment for more details.

**Tales of Genji Roving Performances**

Roving performances of the Tales of Genji will take place in the passenger terminals. This classic depicts the life of a prince in the Heian Period (AD794 - AD1185). Prince Hikaru Genji, cavorts to elegant court music accompanied by court ladies in ceremonial robes including the main female characters, Princess Fujitsubo, Lady Aoi and Lady Rokujo. Take a photo as a great memento of Japan.

**Cherry Blossom Photo Spot**

Experience an early Japanese spring with a photo spot featuring beautiful cherry blossoms. A dynamic recreation of cherry blossoms on large panels accompanied by simulated trees and cherry blossom petals. Experience the beauty of springtime in Japan and capture it on film.

**Traditional Japanese Culture Experience Corner**

Airport users will be able to experience Japanese culture and take souvenir photographs in this popular corner of the passenger terminal.

March will feature the very popular hands-on Ukiyo-e printing, Origami experience workshop, Kimono dress-up, Samurai armor as well as ninja outfits for children, Calligraphy and Japanese paper doll and kite making. Events are held every day in the departure area after the security check and passport control.

---
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### Traditional Japanese Culture – March 2019 Schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Terminal</th>
<th>Venues</th>
<th>Map Code</th>
<th>Dates and Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Tales of Genji Roving Performances                | Terminal 1 | 4th Floor, The departure area before the security check                | A        | ■ 11 and 12 March  
  ① 1:00 p.m.  ② 2:30 p.m.                                                       |
|                                                   | Terminal 2 | 3rd Floor, The departure area before the security check                | B        | ■ 11 and 12 March  
  4:30 p.m.                                                                         |
| Cherry Blossom Photo Spot                         | Terminal 2 | 4th Floor in front of N’s COURT, in the departure area before the security check. | C        | ■ 18 to 29 March                                                                   |
| Japanese Cultural Experience Corner               | Terminal 1 | Event area on the 3rd Floor in the departure area after the security check and passport control in Satellite 5 | D        | ■ 1 to 10 March  
  2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.  Samurai armor as well as ninja outfits for children  
  11 to 13 March  2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.  Origami experience workshop  
  14 to 21 March  2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.  Ukiyo-e printing  
  22 to 28 March  2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.  Kimono dress-up  
  29 to 31 March  2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.  Samurai armor as well as ninja outfits for children |
|                                                   | Terminal 2 | NARITA SKY LOUNGE WA event area in the departure area after the security check and passport control | E        | ■ 1 to 7 March  
  2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.  Ukiyo-e printing  
  8 to 14 March  2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.  Kimono dress-up  
  15 to 21 March  2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.  Samurai armor as well as ninja outfits for children  
  22 to 24 March  2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.  Origami experience workshop  
  25 and 26 March  1:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.  Calligraphy and Japanese paper doll and kite making  
  27 to 31 March  2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.  Ukiyo-e printing |

---

**Venues**

**<Terminal 1>**

* Subject to change depending on audience numbers.

---

**<Terminal 2>**

* Subject to change depending on audience numbers.